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Changes in nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rates that are induced by a freely diffusing paramagnetic
relaxation agent are examined for a protein in solution and compared to the case where the protein
binds to a membrane. In the solution case, the intramolecular cross-relaxation rates are modest and
large differences are observed in the oxygen induced protein–proton relaxation rates. In the case
where a dynamic equilibrium between solution and membrane-bound environments is established,
the intramolecular 1H cross-relaxation rates for the protein protons increase dramatically because
of the slow reorientational motion in the membrane-bound environment. As a consequence, all pro-
tein protons relax with nearly the same spin-lattice relaxation rate constants when bound to the
membrane, and site specific relaxation effects of the diffusing paramagnet are suppressed. Slowly
reorienting sites or rotationally immobilized sites sampled by observable molecules in vivo will dem-
onstrate similar relaxation leveling effects.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The reversible association of proteins with membranes plays a
critical role in cell-signaling and membrane trafficking within cells,
and the importance of this association is underscored by the fact
that the majority of the domains found in soluble proteins are
membrane binding domains [1]. High-resolution models for the
docking and association of proteins with membrane interfaces
can provide information on the forces that control membrane-pro-
tein association, but these models are often difficult to generate. At
the present time, a number of approaches have been used to
determine orientation and penetration of proteins at the mem-
brane-solution interface, including site-directed spin labeling [2],
fluorescence [3], X-ray reflectivity [4], and infra-red spectroscopy [5].

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy provides a powerful
method for protein structure determination. The use of a paramag-
netic co-solute, which produces an enhancement in nuclear relax-
ation, can also provide information on intermolecular association
and residue accessibility [6–19]. For a freely diffusing paramag-
netic species, nuclear spins are relaxed at a rate that is related to
distances of closest approach and time averaged collisional access
to nuclear spins. For example, if the paramagnet does not penetrate
the structure, the different relaxation enhancements will identify
spins that are accessible or close to the surface of the folded mac-
ll rights reserved.
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romolecule. If there is a protein–protein association or a mem-
brane-protein association, the accessibility of the paramagnetic
agent to the interfacial protons will be altered, changing the relax-
ation rate constants and defining the surface involved in the inter-
action. Nevertheless, membrane environments pose significant
additional spectroscopic challenges because of line-broadening
that results from the slow rotational reorientation of the mem-
brane-bound protein. The membrane represents one class of bound
environments available in vivo that may also cause major broaden-
ing of NMR spectra of a molecule that samples the relatively immo-
bilized state.

When a protein associates with a membrane, NMR spectral res-
olution is lost because the effective correlation time for the inter-
nuclear dipolar coupling, which determines the linewidth, is
increased by more than a factor of 100. This problem may be cir-
cumvented if a dynamic equilibrium is established between the
membrane environment and the solution phase. In this case, the
exchange averaged NMR linewidth can be reduced and a high res-
olution spectrum recovered. If the chemical exchange between the
membrane and solution environments is fast, information about
the protein in the membrane environment may be transferred to
and detected in the solution environment. These conditions are rel-
atively easy to satisfy for spin-lattice relaxation time constants,
which are on the order of tenths of seconds. In the fast exchange
limit, the observed relaxation rate constant 1/T1 is the weighted
average,

1
T1
¼ PM

T1M
þ PS

T1S
; ð1Þ
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where PM and PS are the probabilities that the protein is bound to
the membrane or in solution with relaxation times T1M and T1S,
respectively. If the membrane-bound fraction of protein is not large,
the spectral resolution is retained, and information on the mem-
brane environment of the protein may be obtained from the
perturbation of the solution phase spectrum caused by the mem-
brane-bound population.

A water-soluble paramagnetic relaxation agent should produce
nuclear relaxation enhancement for both the solution phase and
membrane-bound protein. However, the relaxation efficiency may
differ between the two environments because of different effective
concentrations, accessibility, and dynamics that control the relaxa-
tion rate changes. If the paramagnetic species is molecular oxygen,
it is well-known that oxygen solubility in hydrocarbon is high rela-
tive to water [20] and that there is an oxygen concentration gradient
in the lipid bilayer with a maximum concentration near the bilayer
center [16,17,21]. Because of its higher solubility in the bilayer, the
effect of oxygen on the protein spins when bound to the membrane
would be expected to be largest for that portion of the protein that is
inserted into the membrane. As a result, the relative relaxation rate
enhancements would encode information protein orientation on
membrane depth as well as hydrocarbon exposure. In this case, this
general approach may provide useful information about how the
protein inserts into the membrane. However, we show below that
this general approach is strongly affected by changes in the spin-
dynamics in the membrane bound-protein.

We investigate here the membrane interactions of a soluble Ca2+-
dependent membrane binding domain (C2A) from synaptotagmin 1
(syt1C2A). Synaptotagmin I has been identified as the calcium ion
sensor in neuronal exocytosis [22,23], and syt1C2A is the first C2 do-
main in synaptotagmin 1 encompassing residues 140–265. The syt1-
C2A domain associates with phospholipid membranes containing
phosphatidylserine (PS) in the presence of calcium ion, and site-di-
rected spin labeling studies have shown that residues in the calcium
binding region of the domain interact preferentially with the lipid to
a depth of approximately 5 Å [24]. The membrane binding affinity
may be controlled by altering the composition of the phospholipid
and the calcium level in the solution, and sytIC2A provides a conve-
nient system to test the use of an NMR exchange experiment to map
protein–membrane interactions.
2. Methods

2.1. Materials

1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) and
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphotidylserine, (POPS)
were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster, AL).
Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) plysS bacterial cells were obtained from
Promega Corporation (Madison, WI). Nitrogen-15 ammonium sul-
fate, (15NH4)2SO4, (98% pure), deuterium oxide, D2O (99.9% pure)
and perdeuterated acetate, CD3COONa (98% pure) were purchased
from Cambridge Isotopes, Inc. (Andover, MA). GSTrap FF pre-
packed columns, benzamidine pre-packed columns, Hiprep desalt-
ing columns and thrombin protease (500 U) were obtained from
Amersham Biosciences (Piscataway, NJ). High fidelity Vent DNA
polymerase and all restriction endonucleases were obtained from
New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). Isopropyl-b-D-thio-galactopy-
ranoside, IPTG, was obtained from Roche Diagnostics Corporation,
Inc. (Indianapolis, IN).

2.2. Expression and purification of synaptotagmin I C2A domain

The first C2 domain (C2A) of rat synaptotagmin I (SYTI) was ex-
pressed as a recombinant fusion protein with Glutathione-S-trans-
ferase (GST), [SYTI C2A-GST fusion protein]. To produce the
necessary plasmid, the gene encoding residues 136–265
(�17.4 KDa) from the wild type C2A domain was ligated into the
plasmid vector pGEX-kG following the coding region for GST. The
recombinant plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) plysS
bacterial cells.

Protein was expressed and purified as described previously
[25], with the following modifications. The pre culture (grown
in Luria–Bertani (LB) media) was used to inoculate a 50 mL min-
imal media pre culture and grown for 8–10 h at 37 �C. This pre
culture was then used to incubate a 1 L culture of minimal med-
ia having (15NH4)2SO4 as the sole nitrogen source. The minimal
media contained 10.5 g K2HPO4, KH2PO4, 1 g (NH4)2SO4, 0.5 g
Na-citrate, along with 3 mM MgSO4, 0.3 mM CaCl2 and glucose
0.2% (w/v), per liter. All media contained 50 mg/mL ampicillin.
The purity of the C2A domain was determined by SDS–PAGE
(Bio-Rad, Inc., Hercules, CA) and molecular weight was con-
firmed by mass spectrometry (Biomolecular Research Facility,
University of Virginia, VA). The molecular weight for SYTI C2A
was approximately 17.4 kDa, and included residues 136–265
and 10 additional residues from the pGEX vector each on the
N- and C-terminus of the C2A domain.

2.3. NMR sample preparation

All NMR samples for the solution measurements were made in
an NMR buffer containing 9:1 H2O:D2O with 100 mM NaCl, 40 mM
CD3COONa, and 5 mM CaCl2 pH 5.0. The buffer was added directly
to the pre-weighed lyophilized protein and the pH of the sample
was adjusted. For the lipid measurements, Small Unilamellar Ves-
icles (SUV’s) were prepared as follows. NMR buffer without Ca2+

was first added to a dried mixture of POPC and POPS (lipids were
mixed in chloroform in a ratio of 95:5 POPC:POPS and dried under
nitrogen, followed by drying 8–12 h under vacuum). The hydrated
lipid mixture was subjected to micro-tip sonication on ice for
about 15 min under N2. The lipid sample was then centrifuged at
40,000g to remove particulates. CaCl2was added to the lipid mix-
ture slowly to avoid any precipitation. The final lipid preparation
was then added to the lyophilized C2A domain and the pH ad-
justed. The protein solution was degassed of any dissolved air with
5–6 freeze-thaw cycles, and pressurized under 10 atm O2 or N2.
Protein concentrations for NMR spectroscopy were approximately
1–1.2 mM with a lipid concentration of 25 mM. The NMR samples
were placed in High Pressure NMR tubes (Wilmad Labglass, Inc.,
Buena, NJ).
2.4. NMR spectroscopy

A Varian Inova 500 NMR spectrometer and a modified Varian
Biopack gNhsqc pulse sequence were used to obtain 1HN spin-lat-
tice relaxation rates (R1) via the saturation recovery method. Two
1H 90� pulse, magnetic field gradient pairs were added to the
beginning of the gNhsqc sequence, analogous to the 15N 90� pulse
magnetic field gradient pairs at the beginning of the original
gNhsqc sequence.

Proton relaxation rate constants were measured for uniformly
backbone 15N-labeled Ca2+ bound SYTI C2A in samples where the
lipid composition was adjusted to provide a labile protein ex-
change between the solution and the membrane environment at
pH 5.0. The paramagnetic contribution to the relaxation rate con-
stants was determined from the difference between measurements
in the presence of 10 atm oxygen and 10 atm nitrogen.

DR1;PRE ¼
1

T1;PRE
¼ 1

TO2
1

� 1
TN2

1

ð2Þ
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15N and 1H chemical shift assignments for the Syt1C2A domain in
the Ca2+-bound form at pH 5.0 were taken from the Bio Magnetic
Resonance Bank (BMRB 4041).

The cross-peak intensities of each individual backbone amide
proton obtained at the delay times 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0,
1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 s and were fit to the single exponential:

IðtÞ ¼ Bþ Ið1Þð1� etR1 Þ ð3Þ

where I(t) is the cross peak intensity measured at delay time t, I(1)
is the maximum intensity at the infinite delay time, R1 is the spin-
lattice relaxation rate constant, 1/T1, and B accounts for incomplete
saturation.

3. Results and discussion

The binding of the C2A domain of synaptotagmin 1 (sytC2A) to
membranes is Ca2+-dependent. In the presence of Ca2+, sytC2A
binds to POPC:POPS (3:1) bilayers with an affinity of approxi-
mately 1 mM (Kuo and Cafiso, unpublished). The NMR exchange
experiment requires conditions of lipid composition and protein
concentration where the majority of the sytIC2A domain is in solu-
tion but in equilibrium with a minor population of protein that is
bound and dilute on the membrane surface. Because of the rela-
tively high concentrations of C2A that are required for the NMR
experiment (on the order of 1 mM), membranes containing 3:1
POPC:POPS could not be used, and a series of POPC:POPS concen-
trations were explored that would allow high solution concentra-
tions of C2A, but result in a small fraction of membrane-bound
protein.

EPR spectroscopy was used to determine the membrane-aque-
ous equilibrium of the C2A domain as a function of lipid (POPS)
composition. Shown in Fig. 1a is the solution structure (PDB ID:1-
BYN) of the syt I C2A domain. This protein was mutated to cysteine
at a single site in the first Ca2+ binding loop (L1), and then deriva-
tized with a sulfhydryl-reactive spin label to replace the methio-
nine at position 173 with the spin-labeled side chain R1, as
described previously (Fig. 1b) [25]. The EPR spectrum at this site
is sensitive to membrane association of the domain (Fig. 1c) and
was used to measure the membrane-aqueous partitioning of syt-
C2A as described previously [26]. The EPR spectrum indicates that
L1

L2

L3

M173R1

Fig. 1. (a) Solution NMR structure of synaptotagmin 1 C2A (PDB ID: 1BYN), showing the
the binding affinity to the protein with the spin label liked to position 173 in the first Ca2+

of M173R1 in buffer, and fully associated with POPC:POPS (3:1) bilayer using saturating
at a POPC:POPS ratio of 95:5, approximately 5% of sytC2A is mem-
brane associated when 25 mM total lipid is present.

In addition to lipid composition, we explored broadening in the
NMR spectra as a function of lipid concentration at a fixed ratios of
POPC:POPS. Shown in Fig. 2 are HSQC spectra recorded with
increasing lipid concentration at a lipid composition of POPC:POPS
(95:5). At a lipid concentration of 25 mM, the HSQC spectra are
well-resolved; however, increases beyond this concentration result
in a significant broadening and loss in cross-peak intensities mak-
ing accurate T1 measurements problematic. A practical dynamic
equilibrium between bound and unbound C2A domain was found
for samples containing approximately 1 mM protein and 25 mM li-
pid with a composition of 95:5 POPC:POPS. This composition yields
a coverage of sytC2A on the external surface of the vesicle of
approximately one protein per 250 lipids.

Relaxation rate constant measurements in the presence of nitro-
gen are shown in Fig. 3 for sytC2A both in solution and in the pres-
ence of lipid vesicles. At most residue positions, the relaxation
rates in the presence and absence of membranes are similar, with
small but significant increases in relaxation rates at most sites for
the membrane-bound case. Given that approximately 5% of the pro-
tein is associated with the membrane, small changes are expected.

Fig. 4 shows the paramagnetic enhancements in sytC2A pro-
duced by molecular oxygen in solution and in the presence of
POPC:POPS bilayers. In solution (open symbols), oxygen enhance-
ments are elevated, and there is a significant variation in the effect
of oxygen on relaxation rates along the polypeptide chain. A three-
dimensional representation of these rates on the C2A domain
structure is shown in Fig. 5a. These variations are somewhat com-
plex, and they are not correlated with the proximity of the amid
protons to the hydrated protein surface. These variations may re-
flect very weak binding interactions of oxygen at different posi-
tions, in addition to differences in oxygen accessibility caused by
the steric factors created by the protein fold [27]. They will not
be analyzed in detail here. In the presence of POPC:POPS vesicles,
the oxygen effects on the protein spins are strikingly different (so-
lid symbols in Fig. 4). Fig. 5b shows these rates mapped onto the
C2A domain structure. In general, the relaxation rate changes in-
duced by oxygen in the presence of membranes are smaller and
the site-specific differences noted above are largely eliminated.
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-binding loop. (b) Structure of the spin labeled side-chain R1. (c) X-band EPR spectra
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Fig. 2. 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra of 1 mM uniformly 15N-labeled syt1C2A in the presence of POPC:POPS vesicles at total lipid concentrations of (a) 25, (b) 35, (c) 50, and (d)
75 mM. All contour plots are scaled to the same relative amplitude.

Fig. 3. 1H spin-lattice relaxation rate constants 1/T1H as a function of residue
number for amide protons obtained for 1.2 mM C2A domain at pH 5.0 and 298 K in
the calcium bound form under 10 atm N2. Open circles represent data obtained in
solution with no phospholipid, and filled circles correspond to data obtained with
25 mM phospholipid vesicles POPC:POPS (95:5).

Fig. 4. Paramagnetic contributions to the 1H spin-lattice relaxation rate constants
induced by 10 atm oxygen as a function of residue number for 1.2 mM C2A domain
at pH 5.0 and 298 K in the presence and absence of 25 mM POPC:PS (95:5). The
open symbols represent the oxygen contribution to the relaxation rate for the
protein in solution and the solid symbols represent the oxygen contribution for the
protein in equilibrium with membranes where 5% of the protein is membrane
bound protein.
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Oxygen concentrations are higher in the membrane hydrocar-
bon than in the aqueous phase, and protein association with the
membrane might be expected to result in an enhanced paramag-
netic effect due to oxygen, particularly for those regions inserted
into the membrane interior. However, the results shown in Fig. 4
clearly indicate that this is not the case, and the lipid binding
region shown in Fig. 5b (which includes L1 and L3), shows no
significant difference in oxygen enhancement relative to other re-
gions of the protein.
A reasonable explanation for these results is that there is a dra-
matic change in spin dynamics that takes place when the protein
associates with the bilayer. For the solution phase case, the pro-
ton-proton cross-relaxation rate is on the order of or less than
the proton spin-lattice relaxation rate. As a result, there are signif-
icant differences detected in the paramagnetic contributions to dif-
ferent protons at different sites in the protein. Of course, the
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Fig. 5. A plot of the data in Fig. 4 on the structure of the synaptotagmin C2A domain (PDB ID: 1BYN) with the amid protons shown in a space filling representation for (a) the
protein in solution, and (b) the protein in the presence of PC:PS lipid bilayers. The relaxation rate enhancements vary from 0.01 to 2.5 s�1. The smallest rate enhancements are
shown in red (0.1–1.0 s�1), the largest rate enhancements are shown in blue (1.0–2.5 s�1). The first and third calcium binding loops (L1 and L3) penetrate the bilayer.
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intramolecular proton-proton coupling is not zero because nuclear
Overhauser (NOE) effects can be measured and used to establish
structural restraints; however, the cross-relaxation rate constants
for the protein in solution are not so large that all protons have
the same values of the spin-lattice relaxation rate or the same
paramagnetic enhancement. For the membrane-bound protein,
the rotational correlation time is estimated to be slower by approx-
imately a factor of a thousand, and the membrane bound environ-
ment results in spin dynamics that approach that in a solid. The 1H
dipole-dipole couplings are still largely averaged by rotation, but
the slow reorientation substantially increases the intra and inter-
molecular proton-proton cross-relaxation rates approximately in
the ratio of the correlation time changes. Therefore, for the mem-
brane-bound protein, the protons are strongly-coupled to each
other. If we assume a van der Waals contact distance of 2.2 Å
and a rotational correlation time of 10 ls for the membrane-bound
protein, the cross-relaxation rate constant is approximately
5000 s�1, which will rapidly bring the protein spins to the same
spin temperature when bound to the membrane. For the mem-
brane-bound protein, the relaxation rate constant for protons that
are accessible to oxygen is increased; however, the differences
associated with different accessibility that are apparent in the
solution phase data are suppressed by the rapid spin diffusion
within the slowly rotating membrane-bound spin system. The fast
relaxation of one spin is distributed to nearly all spins, which di-
lutes the magnitude of the detectable change significantly. Because
of this rapid internal spin diffusion, the overall effect is to make the
relaxation effects of the oxygen on the protein protons look similar
among all protons including the internal or non-surface protein
spins where the oxygen effects would normally be small.

A second effect of the slow rotational reorientation time of the
lipid-bound protein might be significant intermolecular coupling
between the protein protons and the lipid protons. For protons that
are magnetically in contact with the lipid pool, the effect would be
to transfer relaxation effects from the protein protons into the
large lipid-proton population and dilute the local effects of the
paramagnetic oxygen further. The intermolecular cross-relaxation
rate constant is difficult to estimate accurately because the lipid
proton dynamics adjacent to the protein that control the intermo-
lecular cross-relaxation rate are not accurately known. However,
this effect is consistent with the reduction in average protein pro-
ton relaxation rate apparent in Fig. 4. We note that the protein–li-
pid cross-relaxation may affect the protein–proton paramagnetic
effects in either direction. If the lipid protons are rapidly relaxed
by a high concentration of oxygen in the lipid phase, then the li-
pid-protein coupling will enhance the proton relaxation rate con-
stants for protein protons. If the lipid protons relax more slowly
than the protein protons, the lipid-protein coupling will decrease
the apparent protein–proton relaxation rate constant. The mem-
brane-bound effects on the relaxation rate constants derive from
the slow reorientational motion that significantly enhances the
cross-relaxation rate among protons. The cross-relaxation effects
may be largely eliminated in experiments of this class by studying
heavily deuterated protein, which may not be practical in vivo.

In summary, the relatively high resolution provided by spin-lat-
tice relaxation rate constant measurements in protein solutions is
lost when the protein binds to a bilayer vesicle with slow rota-
tional correlation time. This loss of relaxation enhancement resolu-
tion derives from a large increase in the intramolecular proton
cross-relaxation rates and possibly intermolecular cross-relaxation
rates that equalize the proton relaxation and suppress the local
relaxation rate differences induced by diffusing paramagnets.
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